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mosque. After the washing the regular ceremonial ablu~
tions, as before prayer,, are performed on the deacL The
water then should be poured Into a hole in the ground to
prevent pollution. While the washing is proceeding the
sheikh often chants the creed continuously, and the blind
men, who always assemble at a funeral, may repeat verses
from the Koran, while money is distributed to the assem-
bled beggers. After the corpse is anointed it is clothed in
the regular grave clothes, consisting of several parts, which
may include a white cap and turban, all kept in place by
extra bands of cloth wound around the body., sometimes
covering it entirely, so that not even the face is exposed.
Camphor is often sprinkled inside the shroud, and, among
the fellahin, when a bad man dies they may slip in a reed
containing a paper inscribed with the words of the creed to
help him in the examination of the tomb.
A Moslem funeral should take place, if possible, before
sunset on the day of the death, a practice common to all
sects in Syria and Palestine. For a woman the rites are the
same as for a man. The coffin is carried on a bier to the
place where the service is conducted, which, may be the
mosque, its court-yard or roof, or any open place on the
road to the cemetery, but not the cemetery itself. In ease
of a rich man or a dervish the procession is an affair of some
state, with banners and chanting, though all must go on foot.
Contrary to Western ideas, the procession moves rapidly.
As merit accrues to such as may carry the bier, this is
constantly changing hands. As they walk, the pall-bearers
repeat the fat-hah, or first chapter of the Koran, while men
in the shops or coffee-houses rise in respect to the dead.
For the regular service for the dead the reader is referred to
Hughes's "Dictionary of Islam.0 If in a mosque, the pray-
ers are led by the qadhi or imam, but the nearest relative
is held to be the proper person to conduct them. The wor-
shippers stand erect, without the usual prostrations, though
the position of the hands is changed from time to time. After
the conclusion of the service, it is customary among the
peasantry of Palestine for the sheikh to turn to the people
arid ask: "What do you testify concern;ng the departed?"

